Topologically associating domains (TADs) have been proposed to be the basic unit of chromosome folding and have been shown to play key roles in genome organization and gene regulation. Several different tools are available for TAD prediction, but their properties have never been thoroughly assessed. In this manuscript, we compare the output of seven different TAD prediction tools on two published Hi-C data sets. TAD predictions varied greatly between tools in number, size distribution and other biological properties. Assessed against a manual annotation of TADs, individual TAD boundary predictions were found to be quite reliable, but their assembly into complete TAD structures was much less so. In addition, many tools were sensitive to sequencing depth and resolution of the interaction frequency matrix. This manuscript provides users and designers of TAD prediction tools with information that will help guide the choice of tools and the interpretation of their predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Mammalian genomes are composed of roughly 3 billion base pairs that code for the instructions needed for cellular function. Stretched end to end, the genome is equivalent to almost two meters in length; yet, it is housed in the cell nucleus whose diameter is at the micrometer scale. To achieve such level of compaction, while still maintaining accessibility to replication and transcriptional machinery, a multi-layered genome organization structure is essential (1, 2) . Chromatin proximity ligation techniques, also known as chromosome conformation capture (3C) derivatives, have helped us understand genomic organization by identifying chromatin contacts at an unprecedented scale (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Modified 3C techniques that make use of high-throughput sequencing, such as Hi-C (8), have been recently used to understand cellular genome organization in different cell types, from different organisms including humans and mice (8, 9, (12) (13) (14) , plants (15, 16) , fruit flies (17, 18) , yeast (19) and bacteria (20) , among others (21) (22) (23) (24) .
Using Hi-C, Lieberman et al. reported that the interaction matrices of chromosomes displayed a checkerboardlike pattern suggesting that the genome is divided into two compartments, labelled A (active) and B (inactive). At a higher resolution, compartments are made of megabasesized domains termed topologically associating domains (TADs) (12, 18, 25) . TADs were originally defined as blocks of chromatin that interact more frequently within themselves than with neighboring regions and that can be identified by visual inspection of the interaction frequency matrix (12) . TADs have been identified in several species and have often been found to be conserved among many cell types (12, 18, 25) . TAD boundaries were found to be enriched in CTCF and cohesin binding sites, as well as transcription start sites, histone marks of active chromatin, housekeeping genes and short interspersed nuclear elements (26, 27) . By compartmentalizing the genome, TADs are fundamental, not only for genome organization and compression but also for genomic function (27) . Increasing evidence suggests that TADs play important roles in DNA replication (28) and in modulating transcriptional regulation (29) . TAD disruption has also been shown to link to disease (30) (31) (32) (33) .
The partitioning of the genome in TADs is hierarchical in nature, with TADs often being composed of several subTADs (34) and loops (14) . TADs also organize in higherlevel structures that have been termed meta-TADs (35) . There currently is no well-defined biological delineation between these different levels of organization (although see (27) for efforts in that direction). For that reason, and because most of the existing TAD prediction tools (see below) do not distinguish between the different levels of TADs, we use the term 'TAD' to refer to all levels of the TAD hierarchy.
Many different algorithms have been proposed for identifying TADs from Hi-C data (12, 14, 18, (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) , although not all of their software implementations are readily available. Currently available tools use different algorithms to detect TADs. Some programs allow for hierarchical TAD identification (43) or overlapping TAD boundaries (14) , while others do not. To date, these algorithms have not been benchmarked or compared to each other, leaving potential users in the dark about their properties.
Here, we test seven different TAD identification tools and assess a number of biological and statistical properties of their predictions, at different interaction frequency resolutions and sequencing depths. We find that tools produce quite different TAD predictions that vary in TAD size and number but also other biological properties such as relation to CTCF binding sites. Such variability and sensitivity need to be taken into consideration by users in order to properly interpret their data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Input data
GM12878 Hi-C data from Rao et al. (14) were downloaded from Geo GSE63525 (Experiments HIC001 to HIC029 (replicate 1), produced with the MboI restriction enzyme). H1 ESC Hi-C data from Dixon et al. (44) were downloaded from Geo GSM1267196 and GSM1267197 (HindIII restriction enzyme). The downloaded SRA files were converted to fastq using the SRA Toolkit. Paired reads were mapped to the human genome hg19 using HICUP (http: //www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/hicup/) resulting in more than 1.58 billion filtered paired reads. Lower coverage data sets were obtained by downsampling the GM12878 data set to ∼100 million and 500 million paired reads, in order to study the effect of sequencing coverage on TAD predictions. Raw contact matrices were generated using the Homer Hi-C pipeline at 25 kb, 50 kb and 100 kb (45) and were used as input to the TAD detection tools. Many tools expected positive integer values (read pair counts) as input, which prevented us from using normalized matrices in our analysis.
GM12878 CTCF ChIP-Seq narrow peak bed file was downloaded from ENCODE (46) , under accession code: ENCFF002CDP, last edited in June 2014. H1 ESC CTCF peaks were downloaded from ENCODE (wgEncodeAwgTfbsBroadH1hescCtcfUniPk.narrowPeak).
Tool usage
Tools were downloaded from the providers listed in Table  1 . Tools were used based on the parameters recommended by the provider, with the exception of HiCSeg and Armatus. HiCSeg performed better when using the Poisson distribution instead of the recommended Gaussian distribution for our data set. Armatus results were very sensitive to parameters gamma and step size s. Several different gamma and s values were tested for each condition; gamma was tested from 0.005 to 1 at increments of 0.005 with s = 0.005. The value of gamma that produced TADs closest to the number of TADs predicted by other tools was used (see Supplementary Data). TopDom produced TAD annotations that divide genomic regions to 'domain', 'boundaries' and 'gaps'. To compare with other tools, only regions labeled 'domain' were used in this analysis. TADtree produced different result files and a file named proportion duplicates.txt. The authors recommend choosing the result file where duplication level is 1-2%. For simplicity, and to avoid subjectivity, we used the first TAD file with duplication level > 0. All parameters used with the tools are available in Supplementary Data.
With the exception of the Arrowhead algorithm from Juicer which used as input a specialized .hic format, all other tools used different formats of binned Hi-C interaction matrices. TAD predictions from each tool were visualized using HiCPlotter (47).
Data set coverage
Three different GM12878 data set sequencing depths were used to assess tool performance; the full data set, containing over 1.5 billion interactions (labeled '1.5B'), a randomly downsampled data set with roughly 500 million interactions (labeled '500M') and another with around 100 million interactions (labeled '100M').
Most tools were able to call TADs on all conditions; however, TADtree was very slow at 25 kb that prevented its inclusion in the analysis. Arrowhead gave a 'sparse data set' warning at 100 million and 500 million data set depth. In fact, it performed poorly at 100 million reads, calling less than a total of 12 TADs across all three resolutions. Using the default value of its gamma parameter, Armatus called very different numbers of TADs across the nine different resolution/coverage conditions. Gamma had to be optimized as a function of both resolution and data set depth to result in TAD predictions similar in number to those produced by other tools.
Manual annotation
TADs were manually traced on both GM12878 and hESC interaction maps from the full data set at 50 kb resolution for regions 40-45 mb of 10 different, randomly chosen, chromosomes (chr2, chr3, chr4, chr5, chr6, chr7, chr12, chr18, chr20 and chr22). Briefly, interaction maps of the regions of interest were plotted using HiCplotter. In Adobe Illustrator, dotted squares were manually traced around visually identifiable TADs on the interaction map plots. Regions annotated as TADs had the following properties: (i) sharp visual contrast between within and across TAD interaction frequencies, over the entire TAD region; (ii) minimum size of 250 kb. To give all tools an equal chance, we created a dense set of TAD annotations that included any identifiable TAD structure. For example, if two potential TADs were overlapping, both were retained, irrespective of whether one had stronger visual support than the other. TAD boundaries were allowed to overlap or be nested, as long as there is a clearly traceable square along the diagonal. Bed files with TAD ranges were manually created and used for tool comparison.
CTCF enrichment around boundaries
CTCF distribution around predicted tool boundaries was calculated in R using the 'EnrichedHeatmap' Bioconductor package (48) . Data were binned at 10 kb.
Computational resources
Data analysis was mainly carried out in R and plots were generated using ggplot2 (49) . Tools were tested on the high performance computing McGill University cluster (Linux 
RESULTS
We compared the properties of TAD predictions made by different programs on a Hi-C data set generated by Rao et al. (14) from GM12878 cells, which is one of the publicly available data sets with the greatest depth of sequencing coverage. We also repeated our analyses on a second Hi-C data set generated by Dixon et al. (44) from human embryonic stem cells, and obtained generally congruent results (with some exceptions; see below) that are presented in Supplementary Data (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Interaction frequency (IF) files were provided as input to seven different TAD prediction programs (Table 1) : Armatus (37), Arrowhead (from the Juicer toolbox) (14) , DomainCaller (12), HiCSeg (38) , TADbit (bioRxiv 036764), TADTree (43) and TopDom (41) . These include the most commonly used tools for which publicly available software was available at the time of our study. While other tools exist (HubPredictor (50), calTADs (Zenodo 59188), HiCdatR (51), Matryoshka (biorxiv 032953)), we were unable to include them in this study because of difficulties of installation, execution or interpretation of the output, or because they required external data (e.g. Chip-Seq data) as input. Importantly, the seven tools we used differ in the specific type of signal being sought, and in assumptions made about the scale and organization of TADs (Table 1) . Nonetheless, all produced outputs that can be interpreted as elements of the TAD hierarchy. Default parameters were used for all tools except for HiCSeg and Armatus (see Materials and Methods). The impact of sequencing depth was investigated by analyzing both the complete data set (∼1.5 billion read pairs) and down-sampled data sets of ∼500 million read pairs and 100 million read pairs ( Figure 1) . To study the impact of the resolution (bin size) of the IF matrices provided as input, we generated IF matrices at 25 kb, 50 kb and 100 kb resolutions. Excessive running time or memory consumption prevented us from performing analyses at higher resolution, as only Arrowhead and DomainCaller could be run to completion at 5 kb resolution on a server with 23 GB of RAM. With increasing resources and more powerful infrastructure, it will become possible to execute TAD analysis at higher resolution.
TAD predictions vary significantly between tools
The number ( Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S1A Nucleic Acids Research, 2017 , Vol. 45, No. 6 2999 C experiment sequencing depth and resolution), the average TAD sizes ranged from 215 kb for Armatus to 1.2 Mb for Arrowhead, with most tools' averages around 1 Mb. In some cases, TADs covered most of the genome (HiCSeg, TADbit: ∼99% genome coverage), while others left much of the genome outside TADs (TADtree: ∼51% genome coverage). Most tools tend to predict fewer but larger TADs at lower resolution, with Arrowhead and DomainCaller more than doubling the mean TAD size when the resolution is increased from 25 kb to 100 kb. The larger number of TAD predictions made by these two tools at 25 kb resolution is not the result of a drastic increase in tiny TAD predictions, but of a more general shift toward a finer partitioning of the genome into TADs. These two tools are also quite sensitive to sequencing depth, with mean TAD size increasing by more than 50% between our low and high coverage data sets. Only HiCSeg, TopDom, and TADtree make predictions that are relatively robust to resolution and sequence depth. TAD prediction tools have to trade-off high within-TAD IFs for low between-TAD IFs, and they differ in how this trade-off is implemented ( Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S1C ). The two tools that tend to predict the smallest TADs, Armatus and TADtree exhibit the highest within-TAD IF values, but also the highest between-TAD IF. Arrowhead, TADbit, TopDom and DomainCaller all exhibit similar within-and between-TAD IF distributions, with the latter obtaining the largest difference between the two, i.e. yielding TADs that are slightly denser and/or better separated than its competitors on this data set (P-value < 2 × 10 −16 , Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
To check concordance among tools, the number of common TAD boundaries was computed. Some tools had more than 75% of their called boundaries detected by at least one other tool (DomainCaller, TopDom, HiCSeg) while others made more unique predictions (Figure 4 ).
TAD concordance with manual annotation
Concordance among tools may be confounded by the use of similar algorithms underlying the tools and is, perhaps, not a precise measure of tool accuracy. To compare the tools more empirically, we manually annotated domains (henceforth referred to as TADs, although they include domains at all levels of the TAD hierarchy) in 10 regions of 5 Mb each, chosen from different chromosomes (see Materials and Methods). TADs were manually traced on interaction maps from the data set with the highest sequencing depth, at 50 kb resolution ( Figure 5A ). The manual annotation included any visually identifiable TAD at least 250 kb in size. Manually annotated TADs display a wide range of sizes from a few hundred kilobases to a couple of megabases, with a mean size of around 650 kb ( Figure 5B and Supplementary Figure S1D) . Importantly, our manual TAD annotation contains many overlapping TADs, often nested but sometimes not. Because of this, it includes many more TADs (11 TADs/Mb) than most tools predict (0.5 TADs/Mb to 2 TADs/Mb). As such, it should be regarded as a comprehensive list of all TAD predictions supported by visual inspection.
TAD prediction concordance with the manual annotation was evaluated at two levels: (i) individual TAD boundary prediction ( Figure 6A, Supplementary Figure S1E ), i.e. level of agreement between the sets of positions identified as TAD boundaries, and (ii) complete TAD prediction (Figure 6B, Supplementary Figure S1F) , where a TAD prediction is deemed correct if both boundaries agree with the manual annotation (within the appropriate tolerance to accommodate different resolutions). For each tool and each of the two modes, we evaluated the positive predictive value (PPV; fraction of predictions made by a tool that matched the manually annotated calls).
Accurate boundary detection does not necessarily translate into accurate TAD prediction, as correctly pairing boundaries is sometimes challenging (see Discussion). Tools generally performed much better at boundary prediction than at full TAD detection, with boundary prediction PPV exceeding 90% for some tools but TAD prediction PPV rarely exceeding 40% (at 50 kb resolution). TopDom, DomainCaller and HiCSeg produce TAD boundary predictions ( Figure 6A ) that were generally in excellent agreement with our manual annotation and were robust to variation in both resolution and sequencing coverage. Although one may expect that increased sequencing coverage would in general improve boundary prediction accuracy, this is generally not the case, with this parameter either having no effect or erratic effects on tools' PPV (TADtree, Armatus), or, in the case of TADbit, negatively impacting accuracy.
At the complete TAD level ( Figure 6B ), the level of agreement with our manual annotation was generally lower for all tools. Front runners are TopDom, DomainCaller and TADbit, as well as TADtree, which seems to make up for its lower accuracy at boundary detection with a seemingly stronger boundary pairing approach. Because of the different levels of tolerance needed to accommodate differences in resolution of the computational predictions and manual annotation, it is difficult to assess the impact of resolution on TAD prediction accuracy. However, we note that DomainCaller's predictions are those that show best agreement with the manual annotation at 25 kb resolution, but they drop in number and agreement at lower resolution. In contrast, TADtree's accuracy ranking improves at lower resolution. Most of these observations were replicated in our manual annotation of TADs in human ESC (Supplementary Figure S1E and F), with the exception of TADbit, which performed significantly worse on the hESC data, and HiCSeq, which fared somewhat better. Overall, the tool that stood out most in terms of its agreement with our manual annotation and its stability with respect to resolution and coverage was TopDom.
CTCF sites are unequally enriched at predicted TAD boundaries
Genomic regions surrounding TAD boundaries have previously been found to be enriched with CTCF binding sites (12) . We measured the enrichment of CTCF sites (46) around the predicted TAD boundaries (Figure 7 and Supplementary Figures S1G and S2) . Whereas all tools exhibited enrichment of CTCF peaks around their predicted boundaries, this enrichment was strongest for TADtree and TopDom (P-value < 0.01 (Fisher exact test) over all other tools for the CTCF peak enrichment within 25 kb of a boundary).
Running time and memory consumption
Ease of installation and use, running time and memory requirements vary substantially from tool to tool. Running time ranged from seconds per chromosome (Arrowhead, Armatus, TopDom), to several minutes (DomainCaller, HiCSeg) and even days (TADtree) ( Figure 8A ). Running time generally scaled linearly with the number of bins per chromosome except for HiCSeg and TADtree, but were largely unaffected by sequencing depth. Memory consumption scaled quadratically with resolution (except for Arrowhead and DomainCaller, for which it was nearly constant). Memory consumption was within 8 GB for most tools for even the highest resolution analyses (25 kb bins), making them useable on personal computers ( Figure 8B ). The only significant exception was TADtree, which required in excess of 20 GB of RAM at 25 kb resolution and could not be run to completion. Again, sequencing depth did not significantly affect memory usage of any of the tools.
DISCUSSION
The importance of TADs as a key level of genomic organization is now making consensus in the chromatin structure community, with important roles in gene regulation, genome organization, DNA replication and disease. Although several tools are available to predict TADs from HiC data, there is currently little understanding of the differences among them, and of their sensitivity to various experimental parameters. Here, we compared seven TAD prediction tools, and found that the properties of their predictions differed substantially, potentially affecting conclusions researchers may reach based on them. We argue that the lack of consensus on exactly what a TAD is, combined with the variability in TAD prediction tools, lead to inconsistencies across studies and are an impediment to research in the field. The lack of a unanimously accepted biological or mathematical definition of TADs (although see (27) ), combined with the absence of external experimental data that would support or contradict particular TAD predictions, makes a formal benchmarking impossible and even undesirable. As such, this manuscript does not aim to recommend or discourage the use of any particular tool but to describe the current state of the art in TAD detection in order to inform future users and tool developers.
When comparing and assessing TAD predictions made by different tools, it is important to remember that each tool was built based on different assumptions about TADs (size distribution, type of Hi-C signal detected, presence/absence of overlap and/or nesting, etc.), resulting in often fairly discordant predictions. Arguably, tools were created to focus on different aspects of TAD discovery (e.g. Armatus was built to identify 'alternative' domains). One also needs to take into consideration the hierarchical nature of chro- Positive predictive value for each tool for complete TAD structure detection as function of predicted TAD numbers at three different resolutions. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation of the estimates. For predictions made at 25 kb resolution, a 25 kb margin was used to compare against the manual annotation (which was produced at 50 kb resolution). At 50 kb resolution, no tolerance was allowed. At 100 kb resolution, 50 kb tolerance was used. It is worth noting that Arrowhead did not predict many TADs in our annotated regions (see Materials and Methods), resulting in large confidence intervals. Figure 7 . GM12878 CTCF ChIP-Seq peak distribution around predicted boundaries detected at 50 kb resolution. CTCF ChIP-Seq peak enrichment in a 100 kb window around TAD boundaries predicted at 50 kb resolution. mosome interaction structures, from loops to sub-TADs, TADs, meta-TADs and sub-compartments, none of which are clearly defined. Indeed, few tools clearly specify the type of domains they aim to identify. Most are generically described as TAD predictors, but Arrowhead was reported to identify interaction domains generally smaller than TADs (14) , while TADtree predicts entire TAD hierarchies (43) . However, the detected domain level of many tools appears to be dependent on the parameters of the both Hi-C data (coverage, resolution and noise) and of the tool itself.
Comparative studies of the type presented here always come with caveats that one should keep in mind. First, each tool has a set of parameters that can be modified to generate different outputs; here, we used the parameters suggested by the authors, with few exceptions (see Materials and Methods). Second, some tools (TADbit and Arrowhead) assign prediction scores to each predicted TAD, which could allow further TAD prediction filtering; those were not used here. Finally, our manual TAD annotation is certainly imperfect and its underlying assumptions do not fit all tools equally well; we nonetheless argue that it sheds valuable light on each tool's predictions' properties. Although rarely discussed, ease of installation and use are important factors affecting tool adoption. Tools varied in the amount of work needed for their installation, ranging from almost none (Arrowhead and TopDom) to the requirement to install various system dependencies ( Table 1 ). All tools and dependencies were freely available with the exception of DomainCaller, which is free but uses Matlab. Tools also differed in the number of parameters that need to be set by the user, ranging from one (Arrowhead and TADbit) to six (TADtree). Although all tools provide default values for these parameters, their detailed impact on the predictions and their suitability at different resolutions and sequencing coverage are rarely described. Input format for each tool varied as well (Table 1) . While most tools used different forms of interaction matrices, Arrowhead uses a specialized .hic format generated specifically by Juicer (14, 52) . Standardization of Hi-C interaction frequency matrix formats, as well as standardization of TAD prediction outputs, would make tools easier to use for non-bioinformatics experts. Finally, running time and memory requirements, as well as code stability, were, in some cases, impediments to their utilization, especially for higher-resolution analyses.
Differences among TAD prediction tools
Tools resulted in different numbers of TADs predicted and different mean TAD sizes (Figure 2A , B, Supplementary Figure S1A and B). A closer look at the TAD size distribution predicted by each tool showed TAD predictions peaking at different sizes for each tool ( Figure 2C ), suggesting that tools specialize in detecting TADs at particular sizes. This creates a restriction in the ability of any particular tool to capture the full range of TADs found in a cell. Furthermore, few tools provide easy to use parameters that can help users control the distribution of TAD sizes, with the exception of Armatus and HiCSeg.
Visual inspection of predicted TAD boundaries showed that no tool detected all TADs perfectly and that the complex nested structure of TADs was in general poorly captured. It is clear though that different tools detect different types of boundaries with different success rates. Crucially, although the prediction of individual boundaries was generally done with good accuracy, the pairing of boundaries to produce TAD structures was often deficient. Looking at the manual annotation, we observed that predicting TAD structures is not as simple as detecting TAD boundaries and joining consecutive boundaries into TADs. Common TAD structure prediction errors included calling smaller TADs by joining consecutive TAD boundaries that may belong to larger meta-TADs or by calling large TADs by joining two consecutive TADs by missing the dividing boundary; resulting in predicted TAD structures with large variations in interaction intensities within the TAD. TAD tools also sometimes missed TAD boundaries by a bin or two since some tools called a TAD boundary at the first sign of change in interaction intensity (scanning the matrix from left to right) without evaluating whether there is a stronger boundary a few bins away. Another common error was to call a boundary correctly but to label it as a TAD start boundary instead of a TAD end boundary or vice versa.
Tools generally had low sensitivity, often picking up less than 10% of manually annotated TAD structures. In fact, almost 25% of the manually annotated boundaries never got detected by any of the tools. These low detection rates might be due to the assumption most tools make about nonoverlapping TADs. Our manual annotation suggests that many TADs overlap by about 100-150 kb, which makes many TADs and TAD boundaries invisible to tools that disallow overlaps. While overlapping TADs should not exist within a single haplotype of a single cell, Hi-C data capture a population average where chromatin can exist in different forms in different cells. Thus, it would be useful for tools to have the flexibility of calling TADs across the genome with more flexible positional restrictions regarding overlap and nesting.
Robustness to resolution and sequencing depth
Most TAD prediction tools take as input an interaction frequency matrix where read counts are binned at a certain fixed resolution (e.g. 50 kb). Resolution and sequencing depth are tightly linked, with higher coverage data sets allowing, in principle, analyses to be performed at higher resolution. While sequencing depth is not under the full control of the researcher due to cost limitations and to the many Hi-C artefacts that get filtered out of the raw sequenced reads, resolution is a parameter that can be controlled more easily. In an ideal world, TAD predictions should be robust to variation in sequencing depth. Being large-scale structures, most TADs are visually detectable even in low-coverage data sets. Increased sequencing depth should result in finer positioning of the TAD boundaries, and perhaps in an increased ability to detect 'weak' or small TADs, but not in a systematic shift in TAD properties. Only a few tools exhibit this type of robustness (DomainCaller, TopDom, HiCSeg). Another desirable property would be the robustness to variation in the resolution of the interaction frequency matrix provided as input. Reducing the resolution tends to increase the contrast between pairs of regions that belong to the same TAD and those that do not, which often helps in TAD identification, at the cost of a loss in terms of accuracy in the positioning of the boundaries and ability to detect very small TADs. Only TopDom and HiCSeg exhibit a good level of robustness with respect to resolution. However, there is really no reason why binning to reduced resolution should be necessary, as binning is simply destroying information. Future TAD prediction programs should eventually move away from this pre-processing step.
TAD boundaries and CTCF peaks
TAD boundaries have previously been shown to be enriched in CTCF binding sites (12) . Indeed, all tools tested showed an enrichment of CTCF ChIP-Seq sites around the boundaries they predicted. Over 20% of boundaries predicted by most tools have at least one CTCF site within 5 kb, higher than what would be expected if TAD boundaries were picked at random (all P-values < 2 × 10 −16 ). Nonetheless, there were substantial differences between tools at that level, with some tools' boundary predictions being nearly two times more enriched for CTCF sites compared to others. We observed a weak negative correlation between TAD size and CTCF enrichment, suggesting that perhaps larger TADs do not need CTCF binding to stabilize their structure as much as smaller ones do.
It is not surprising that there is much variation in the predictions made by different TAD detection tools. The community's definition of TADs is still rather vague (27) , which leaves tool developers with a lot of space for creative freedom widening the gap between outputs from different tools. The hierarchical, nested structure of TADs also complicates matters. The scientific community interested in TADs has been using terms like TADs, meta-TADs, sub-TADs and loops without a clear biological or operational definition of the difference between them, which hinders our understanding of the properties of each subtype and the link between the TAD hierarchy and compartments. As these definitions get refined and a consensus emerges, tools will improve and the differences between tool outputs will be reduced. While Dixon et al. (27) recently attempted to provide a unified definition of TAD-like structures, proposing that the essential feature of TADs is their stability through mitosis and conservation through cell lineages, that definition is difficult to exploit computationally. A definition that is autonomous to a single experiment and independent of time is needed to guide TAD detection and propel the field forward.
CONCLUSION
TAD prediction is not yet a solved problem. TAD prediction tools make many different assumptions regarding overlap, nesting and size of TAD structure that restrict the tools from predicting the full TAD landscape in cells. Next generations of TAD prediction tools will hopefully relax these assumptions to better capture the full range of TADs. This cannot be done successfully until more precise biological and mathematical definitions of TADs are agreed upon by the community. In the meantime, researchers using these tools need to be aware of the biases and properties of each tool in order to properly interpret their results, and are advised to use more than one tool in order to get a more complete picture of the TAD structures in their data.
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